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FERRY OPERATIONS MANAGER II

This is administrative and supervisory work in managing shore operations at a large or high volume
N.C. Department of Transportation Ferry Terminal. Employees direct all vessel and shore personnel as
well as oversee shore support facilities including building and vessel maintenance, equipment, and
supplies. Employees analyze and recommend operating budgets and negotiate, recommend
maintenance and repair contracts with government and private service providers. Employees plan and
schedule crew complements for vessel operations and manage overtime work for seven-day week
operations that vary seasonally according to traffic volumes. Employees also direct and oversee the
enforcement of safety standards implemented by O. S. H. A., U.S. Coast Guard, Federal
Communications Commission, and other State and Federal enforcement agencies. Employees ensure
that vessels are staffed with U.S. Coast Guard certified crewmembers.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTION:

Planning - Employees plan vessel staff complements, vessel runs, and vessel repairs within
parameters established by the Ferry Division Office. Employees determine annual fuel and oil
requirements, plan dry dock repairs based on projected shipyard availability, plan dredge operations,
and project labor costs for vessel overhauling.

Organizing & Directing - Employees monitor and frequently adjust vessel and shore personnel work
schedules to meet unforeseen staffing shortages and emergent situations.

Budgeting - Employees operate within controlled budgeted amounts and are charged with maximizing
cost return and efficiency in scheduling and contract maintenance oversight responsibilities. Employees
compile and report a quarterly budget. Employees recommend budget changes and are authorized to
make emergency purchases to a pre-determined amount.

Training - Employees assess and report the training needs for their unit. Employees advise vessel and
shore staff on new policies and procedures and make scheduling provisions for staff to participate in
external training. Employees ensure that Coast Guard required certifications are kept in personnel files.

Setting Work Standards - Employees may establish quality and quantity work rules according to
Division guidelines. Employees direct the work of shore personnel.

Counseling and Disciplining - Employees conduct performance reviews on shore personnel.

Performing Other Personnel Functions - Employees screen applications, conduct interviews, and
recommend qualified applicants; conduct performance reviews, and approve leave requests. The Ferry
Division Director reviews and decides all final hiring decisions for the division.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:
Dynamics of Work Supervised - Work methods are fairly well established. Employees respond to
changing management directives, emergency situations, and a constantly fluctuating workforce.

Variety of Work Supervised - Employees are responsible for a terminal site that is geographically
isolated from central support services. Variety is characterized by the supervision of trades, vessel, and
office specialty work.

Nature of Employees Responsible For - Employees usually supervise a staff ranging between 25 to 70
permanent employees.
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III. EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED - Employees work with considerable independence
given their geographic separation from the central Ferry Division office.

IV. SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

Supervision of Shift Operations - Employees routinely supervise more than one shift due to ferry
schedules.

Fluctuating Work Force - During the peak travel season temporary staff increases as much or more
than 50%.

Physical Dispersion of Employees - Vessel personnel are physically dispersed while underway on
scheduled ferry runs.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of the operation and maintenance of ferry
vessels. Thorough knowledge of all applicable United States Coast Guard regulations. Ability to plan,
supervise, coordinate, and evaluate the work of subordinates. Ability to establish and maintain effective
working relationships with the general public as well as ferry operations and maintenance personnel.
Ability to plan and schedule based on varying criteria such as traffic volumes, crew and vessel
availability, labor and operation cost reduction constraints.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements -Graduation from a technical college and four years
experience in office management or related administrative work; or graduation from high school with six
years experience in office management or related administrative work; or an equivalent combination of
education and experience.

Special Note - This is a generalized representation of positions in this class and is not intended to
identify essential functions per ADA. Examples of work are primarily essential functions of the majority
of positions in this class, but may not be applicable to all positions.


